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Committee on Ad Passes 
Revised Drinking Rule
THE REVISED drinking rule, drafted by the Stu- 
dent-Faculty Committee on Student Life, was approv­
ed by the Committee on Administration last Wednes­
day. It is mainly a clearer statement of the former 
rule; the only difference in content being that drink­
ing is no longer prohibited at
all student functions.
THE RULE now reads: 
“ Possession or use of alco­
hol is not permitted in any 
college building or on the 
campus. In the use of alco­
holic beverages off the cam ­
pus students are expected to 
comply with Wisconsin state 
Jaws. Students are advised 
that any individual or group 
conduct that reflects unfavor­
ably on the college renders 
them subject to disciplinary 
action, such conduct to in­
clude the excessive use of in­
toxicants.”
The committee has follow­
ed the rule with several ex­
planatory clauses, to be used 
by the officers and members 
of various groups who spon­
sor social functions.
Wisconsin state laws are 
os follows: Anyone 18 or ov­
er may drink beer; one must 
be at least 21 to drink hard 
liquor, including wine. Those 
who are under age may at­
tend any event where alco­
holic beverages are served if 
they obey the law. A person 
under 18 may drink beer at 
a private party if served by 
his parents. No one under 21 
may drink hard liquor under 
any circumstances.
MORE RESPONSIBILITY 
is given to the individual by 
the college rule. If, however, 
the individual fails to meet 
his obligation to himself and 
the college in this respect, the 
responsibility for the actions 
of any group sponsoring a 
party falls to the officers of 
the group.
It is only when all students 
fail to do what is right that 
the chaperons will be obliged 
to straighten out an embar-
rassing situation. Chaperons 
are not to be policemen; in­
dividuals are expected to po­
lice themselves.
ALL PARTIES must be 
registered with the deans’ 
office at least three days in 
advance. Failure to do this 
results in a $10 00 fine, with 
a $5.00 fine for late registra­
tion. If the offense occurs 
again, the fines are doubled— 
to $20 00 and $10 00 respect­
ively.
Chaperonage should be ar­
ranged well in advance and 
registered with the deans’ 
office at least three days be­
fore the date of the party.
Discretion should be used 
in advertising events, parti­
cularly those where alcoholic 
beverage are to be served. 
Non-alcoholic beverages must 
be available at any party 
where beer is served.
Cloak Chooses 
Theatre Casts
The casts for the first Law­
rence College Theatre pro­
duction of Ionesco’s “The Les 
son” and Albee’s “The Amer­
ican Dream ” have been an­
nounced by Mr. F. T. Cloak, 
director.
The cast for “ The Lesson” 
includes: Ted Katzoff as the 
professor, Pam Berget as the 
young girl, and Carol Reed 
as the maid.
The cast for the “American 
D ream ” consists of J. D. M il­
ler as Daddy, Liz Cole as 
Mommie, Marcia M iller as 
Grandmother, Tracy Brausch 
as Mrs. Barker, and Jack 
Swanson as the young man.
Violetta,
Traviata,
the man
comes to 
Oct. 29.
in a poignant moment in the third act of La 
confesses her undying and eternal love for 
who scorns her. Verdi’s opera La Traviata 
the campus under college auspice« Monday,
M IR IAM  MAKEBA
Makeba to Sing 
Thurs., Oct. 25
M iriam  Makeba, a unique 
African folk singer and one 
of the most original song sty­
lists in her field, will appear 
at Lawrence on Thursday, 
Oct. 25. Her concert will be 
held in the chapel, beginning 
at 8:15 p.m. that evening
Miss Makeba has appeared 
at the Village Vanguard and 
the Blue Angel in New York, 
Chicago's Blue Note, C iros 
in Los Angeles and in other 
clubs across the country. She 
has worked with Harry Bela- 
fonte, who has written many 
of her arrangements, as well 
as ” The Black Manhattan 
Brothers” and more recently, 
the Chad Mitchell Trio.
Miss Makeba, a native of 
the Union of South Africa, 
is a self-taught performer 
who, while her repertoire is 
extensive, is best known for 
one of her own tribal song, 
the intriguing Xosa Click 
Song.
Tickets are on sale at Bel- 
ling s Pharmacy (on College 
avenue), and are priced at 
$2 50. $2.00. $1.50, and $1.00. 
Miss Makeba comes to Law­
rence through the courtesy of 
the SEC Special Projects 
Committee.
Lawrence To See 
Goldousky Opera
Grand Opera comes to Law­
rence on Monday, Oct. 29. 
Memorial Chapel will ring to 
the strains of Verdi’s “ La 
Traviata" at 8:15 that night, 
as the Goldovsky Grand Op­
era Theatre presents a new 
English version of the fam il­
iar classic.
Goldovsky, known as “ Mr. 
Opera” to millions of Ameri­
cans for his trenchant inter­
mission commentaries on the 
weekly Metropolitan Opera 
matinee broadcasts, brings a 
company of 50 with orchestra 
to the big Chapel stage.
His production has earned 
the lavish praise of press crit­
ics across the land for its 
sparkling costumes and sets, 
and with the acoustics of the 
great hall, it promises to be 
a mighty performance.
Special student rates are 
given for the event. Hegular 
adult prices are $4 00. $3 00, 
and $2.00; students get 50 
cents off each price, and all 
seats are reserved. Tickets 
are available now at Belling 
Pharmacy, 204 E. College av­
enue.
The performance is under 
college auspices, and is part 
of a projected plan to bring 
s i m i l a r  attractions to the 
campus annually.
Dad’s Day to Feature 
League Leading Vikings
THE BATTLE of the unbeaten takes place Satur­
day at 1 p.m. at W hiting field between the Lawrence 
Vikings and the Grinnell Pioneers. Both teams are 
currently resting on top of the Midwest Conference 
with two victories apiece.
Grinnell, t h e  defending 
champions, have the greatest 
depth of any team in the con­
ference. They have three 
good elevens and all three 
have demonstrated their val­
ue in Grinnell’s first two 
contests.
IN  HAVING gained more 
than 400 yards in each ball 
game, the Pioneers have 
racked up a total of 60 points 
in the two games. Sporting a 
speedy 195-pound halfback, 
Carlton Peterson, a n d  a 
crushing 215-pound fullback, 
Joel Goldman in their Iowa 
wing-T formation, Grinnell 
will give the superb Viking 
defense a stiff test.
An injury to Paul Crom- 
heecke, a two-way guard (of­
fense and defence >, in last 
week’s game has been a m a j­
or blow to the Viking defense 
as well as the offense. Re­
placing Cromheecke will be 
either Jerry Leatham or Tom 
Disbrow.
Like Lawrence, Grinnell 
has played a ball-control 
game in grinding out the 
yardage and also the clock. 
They have still scored over 
30 points in both of their ball 
games. Their defense has 
been adequate in allowing 28 
points in two encounters. Led 
by four sophomores, Grin- 
nell’s defensive line averages 
over 200 pounds a man.
WITH THEIR  great depth 
the Pioneers are able to sub­
stitute fresh men in the m id­
dle and late stages of the 
opposing team tires.
Lawrence h a s  acquired 
added depth in their back- 
field to go with their strong 
offensive line with the addi­
tion of Carl Berghult, who has 
recovered from his injury, 
and a good runner in the pres­
ence of sophomore T i m 
Knabe. With Nelson Strom 
back at offensive end, the 
pass catching corps will also 
be at full strength.
The Viking defensive squad 
will have quite a battle in 
stopping the most explosive 
offensive team in the confer­
ence. Lawrence's offensive 
squad also will get their
toughest assignment of the 
year, Saturday.
On the whole this appears 
to be a big game for both 
teams. A win for either team 
will keep them undefeated 
and will put them at least one 
game ahead of every team 
except Carleton. A win would 
also give the team that add­
ed confidence for the rest of 
the season, which is needed 
in the surprisingly balanced 
Midwest conference.
SEC Plots New 
Year’s Course
The first SEC meeting of 
the year began and ended 
with a lack of excitement, but 
a promise of things to come. 
There was the annual plea for 
presentation of group budgets 
to the treasurer and the re­
quest for the presence of at 
least one co-ehairman of all 
SEC committees at the Mon­
day night council meeting— 
“ even though it might be a 
drag .”
Under announcements came 
the news of the annual Club- 
a-thon scheduled for tonight 
from 8:30 to 11:30 in the un­
ion along with the suggestion 
that perhaps a better name 
might be found for this ex­
citing event.
Most of the meeting was 
spent in a discussion of the 
things to come: an interna­
tional weekend scheduled for 
March 1 and 2, a Career Con­
ference — still under discus­
sion—to be held possibly on 
January 17, and the meeting 
of the Student-Faculty com­
mittee on Student Life which 
is, at the present time, con­
sidering the open-closed dorm 
policy.
There was a request from 
the floor for a discussion in 
this committee on a possible 
revision of the newly initiat­
ed honor system. Liz Cole 
again brought up the question 
of NSA and requested anyon» 
with strong feelings for or 
against I^awrencc participa­
tion to see her immediately.
Graduate Study Fellowships 
Available to 1000 Seniors
THE W O O D R O W  W ILSON  national fellowship 
foundation is offering 1,000 fellowships for the first 
year graduate study, leading to careers in college 
teaching. Honorable mention will be extended to 1,500 
or more of the 10,000 prospective candidates nomina­
ted by college and faculty
members in t h e  United 
States and Canada.
From funds granted by the 
Ford Foundation, a Fellow 
is fully supported for one 
academic year at a United 
States or Canadian graduate 
school. He receives a living 
stipend of $1,500 for the year. 
If married at the time the 
award is offered, he is entit­
led to an additional allow­
ance of $500 for his wife, $400 
for the first child, and $200 
for each additional child Tu­
ition and fees are paid direct­
ly to the Fellow’s graduate 
school.
THE AWARDS, which are 
given to students seriously 
interested in a career of col­
lege teaching, are granted 
primarily to candidates in 
the humanities and social 
sciences, since financial aid 
from other sources for stu­
dents in the sciences is plenti­
ful. Science and mathematics 
majors with a clear interest 
in a teaching career may be 
nominated but, if U. S. citi­
zens, they must apply simul­
taneously for a National Sci­
ence foundation fellowship 
and accept that award if it 
offered.
Students seeking graduate 
t r a i n i n g  in professional 
fields such as law, medicine, 
engineering, education home 
economics, journalism, busi­
ness administration and the 
practicing arts and music 
are not eligible for nomina­
tion. Candidates in art his­
tory and musicology are eli­
gible, as are students of mus­
ical composition with a solid 
background .in liberal .art 
fields.
Eligible for nomination are 
men and women of outstand- 
i n g intellectual promise, 
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Dad’s Day Events Conmence Tonight Four Hundred Blows
Film Classics to Present 
French ‘New Wave’ Film
A weekend of Dad’s Day 
activities begins tonight with 
a pep rally at 7:30 p.m. in 
the chapel.
Parents may attend classes 
Saturday morning after which 
a convocation will be held in 
the chapel at 10:45 a m. Dr. 
Knight and student body pres­
ident Liz Cole will speak and 
the Lawrence choir will sing 
a few numbers.
Luncheon for the parents 
of members of the football 
and cross country teams will
be served at the Beta house.
The starting gun for the 
cross country team will be 
fired at 1:00 p.m. and the 
kickoff for the crucial Grin- 
nell-Lawrence game will be 
at 1:30 p.m.
After the game, an open 
house will be held in the Un­
ion for students, alumnae, 
friends and parents. Bob 
C lark’s combo will play at 
the open house.
Last, but not least, will be 
the Westward Ho dance.
P INNINGS
Sally Trump, Kappa Al­
pha Theta, to Doug Rob­
erts, Phi Kappa Tau.
Ann Leverenz, Delta G am ­
ma, to John Keckeon, Phi 
Gam m a Delta.
Phoebe Rhodes, Kappa 
Alpha Theta, to P. K. A l­
len, Delta Tau Delta.
Tickets On Sale 
For CM Series
Tickets for the 1962 - 63 
Chamber Music series are 
now on sale at Bolling’s phar­
macy. A season ticket for the 
four concerts is sold for $7.50. 
Ticket for individual pro­
grams cost $2.00.
The series this season will 
consist of an exceptionally 
fine set of programs includ­
ing The Walden String Quar­
tet, with Bernard Lemoine, 
Lawrence faculty pianist, No­
vember 12; The Podolsky- 
Vran Aker Duo, lutenist and 
mezzo-soprano, February 14; 
The Beaux Arts Trio of New 
York, February 28; and The 
A jemain Trio, piano, violin, 
and percussionist, April 1.
The Chamber music series 
will be held in Harper hall.
This Sunday Lawrentians 
will have an opportunity to 
view a work of a French“ new' 
wave’’ director. F ilm  Classics 
is presenting Four Hundred 
Blows directed by Francois 
Truffaut, 1:30 and 7:30 in 
Stansbury theater.
The film  has scant plot; it 
f o c u s e s  on character and 
ideas of life. The main char­
acter is a young Parisian boy 
who, neglected by his par­
ents, falls into delinquency. 
The parents discipline and 
love the youth sporadically; 
thus the discipline cannot be 
enforced without appearing 
hostile, and the love is not 
trustworthy.
Except for an adventure­
some young friend, the boy is 
alone. The two wander about 
the city, ditching school, and 
his friend hides him  when he 
has run away. They are final­
ly caught at a minor crime, 
and the parents in despair, 
but not seeing their failure, 
reject him almost totally.
Four Hundred Blows at­
tempts to treat an unglam- 
orous situation of common
working people with realism 
and sensitivity. The result is 
an honest and touching film . 
Truffaut’s direction is jagged. 
The camera telescopes in on 
a scene, then sweeps back to 
include a whole panorama, 
without any apparent plan. 
The scene s e q u e n c e s  are 
choppy and abrupt. Yet the 
film  as a whole produces a 
realistic, not incoherent image.
There are wonderfully hap­
py scenes and ones of tremen­
dous pathos. The camera may 
focus on the main situation 
or move for a moment to 
someone completely outside 
the plot, such as a young stu­
dent unable to keep up with 
the teacher. This method 
gives the impression of a real 
world of lives going on around 
the main line of action.
Truffaut would give such an 
impression, for he takes life 
rather than any film  making 
method as his standard for 
cinema art.
DR. CONDIT TO SPEAK
Dr. Carl W. Condit, pro­
fessor of English at North­
western university, w i l l  
speak on “The New Chi­
cago School and Its Mean­
ing for Contemporary Ar­
chitecture’’ in convocation 
this Thursday, Oct. 11.
Study Fellowships
('.antiniird from Pane I
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graduates of or seniors in col­
leges and universities of the 
U. S. or Canada and, at the 
time of nomination, not reg­
istered in a graduate school.
REGIONAL commi 11 e e s 
will place particular emphas­
is on the quality of a nomi­
nee’s preparation for gradu­
ate study: solid foundation 
at the undergraduate level 
for study leading the Ph. D. 
degree; competence and fac­
ility in foreign languages and 
other subjects required in the 
pursuit of the discipline; abil­
ity in the writing of essays 
and of reports on indepen­
dent work accomplished in 
undergraduate years.
Former Fellows in the hu­
manities and social sciences 
who expect to complete their 
dissertations no later than by 
the end of their fourth grad­
uate year are also eligible 
for the 200 Woodrow Wilson 
Dissertation f e l l o w s h i p s  
awarded annually.
A Fellow, in accepting an 
award, pledges that he will 
seriously consider a career 
in college teaching and that 
during tenure he will under­
take a full-time program of 
graduate study. However, this 
in no way completely obli­
gates him.
Every candidate must be 
nominated by a faculty m em ­
ber no later than Oct. 31,1962. 
Forms sent to the candidate 
upon nomination must be re­
turned to the regional chair­
man by Nov. 20. 1962.
By the end of December, 
1962, a candidate must have 
applied to at least one grad­
uate school in the U. S. or 
Canada. Interviews of about 
25 per cent of the nominees 
are held in January, and no­
tification of awards and hon­
orable mentions are sent out 
by March 15. 1963
Five W'ilson awards were 
granted to Lawrence students 
in 1962-63. Alex Wilde. Dick 
Niemi, Bob Waterman, and 
Janet Ansorge were Wilson 
Fellows and Nancy Thalhofer 
received honorable mention.
Meridith Preparidith 
Barnett Got Set 
Jack Not Slack 
M urphy’s Wonderful
/>uuf Filter makes the difference
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“Tempus sure does fly when you smoke Threyton.” says Alley-Oo p. “Marcus my words, one Tareyton’s worth all 
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Friendly People Impress Dr. Rowe 
During Four-Month Stay in Japan
By NEIL FR IEDM AN
DU RIN G  HIS four-month stay in Japan , Dr. Chand­
ler Rowe found people who were friendly and inter­
ested in America. The Dean of the college went to 
Japan  and studied changes since W orld W ar II under 
the college’s Asian studies program, aided by the Car­
negie corporation. Accompan­
ied by his wife and youngest 
daughter, Dr. Rowe arrived 
by freighter February 18,
1962, and remained until June 
26. Much of his time was 
spent traveling in the area 
north of Osaka. He stayed in 
small hotels or inns, where 
there were often no other for­
eigners and where he lived in 
native style.
FOR TWO months, the Dean 
resided in Takarazuka, which 
is the scene of James Mich- 
ener’s novel, Sayonara.
Dr. Rowe did not find a 
Japanese school that could 
easily be compared to Law­
rence. From his contacts with 
their education, he decided 
that Japanese colleges are 
more crowded and have less 
equipment t h a n  American 
ones. Most of them are not 
co-educational and do not 
have dormitories. There are 
many student activities in 
Japanese universities. Dr. 
Rowe visited a school with an 
enrollment of 10,000 which 
had more than 200 different 
clubs.
‘‘Japanese s t u d e n t s  are 
more serious than their Amer­
ican counterparts,” Dr. Rowe 
remarked. The fact that they 
prepare intensively for their 
futures is partly due to the 
keen competition for jobs, he 
added.
ASKED whether students 
in Japan play a large part in 
politics, he replied negative­
ly. He considered it another 
mistake to believe that com­
munists have influence over 
them. Student demonstra­
tions, he said, were against 
the threat of war. They pro­
tested U.S. nuclear testing 
and the Japanese - American 
m ilitary alliance. The Dean 
noted that World War II was
“Westward Ho!” 
Dance Scheduled 
For Saturday
The most notorious desper­
ados on the campus will be 
brought to justice at “ West­
ward Ho!,” the SEC social 
committee’s first all-college 
dance of the year. The turn­
about will be held from 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. this Saturday, Oct. 
6. at the Riverview Lounge in 
the Union.
Lawrentians will don their 
buckskins and shootin” irons 
and mosey over to the ‘‘Last 
Chance Saloon,” decorated by 
Liz Zethmayr.
Inside, P. K. Allen, sopho­
more. will present a program 
of folk songs, and Steve Han­
sen, junior, will demonstrate 
the rugged qualities of a fron­
tier woman. Phoebe Rhodes 
is in charge of entertainment.
Penny Yaeger is general 
chairman and Mike Ward is 
publicity chairman for the 
dance, the first out of six 
dances sponsored by Social 
committee during the year.
^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO^
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not a popular war among the 
islands’ people.
According to Dr. Rowe, the 
main political difficulty for 
the Japanese is their idealis­
tic interpretation of the con­
stitution, which does not have 
a long tradition. They do not 
consider it a framework to be 
defended, but rather an exact 
document which should be 
quickly amended whenever 
necessary.
In Dr. Rowe’s view, Japan­
ese democracy has not been 
strengthened in the past few 
years. He feels an underlying 
danger of power centraliza­
tion exists that could cause a 
reversion to the former polit­
ical system.
HE WAS impressed by the 
great amount of reading done 
by the Japanese, and he men­
tioned that the country pro­
duces a large amount of lit­
erature.
Dean Rowe, who speaks 
some Japanese, said that it 
was not difficult to find Eng­
lish-speaking people there, 
because students start Eng­
lish in junior high school. He 
was interviewed by an Eng­
lish-language newspaper in 
Takarazuka. After his story 
and picture were published. 
Dr. Rowe was often recogniz­
ed and questioned in public 
places such as the trains; and 
he made more contacts with 
Japanese people in this way.
The Japanese impressed 
him  as being deeply interest­
ed in current events. He said 
their view of America is 
‘‘generally favorable, but they 
are not fanatically pro-Amer­
ican.” Their reasons for be­
ing interested in our country 
are, first, to measure their 
own progress and standing, 
and, second, to try to im ­
prove their economic trade 
with us, he explained.
SINCE Dr. Rowe had been 
in Japan before and studied 
the country intensively, he 
was not surprised by some of 
the different customs and 
ways of living. He said it only 
took a little time to get used 
to such features as the public 
baths. Japanese men some­
times went out of their way 
to make him feel at home. 
For instance, they often in­
vited his wife and daughter 
to accompany him  to func­
tions in which no Japanese 
wives took part.
Women in Japan seldom go 
out or involve themselves in 
community activities as the 
American women do, explain­
ed the Dean.
Speaking of cultural chang­
es in Japan, he contended 
that, since the downfall of the 
emperor, cultural places have 
been opened to the public, 
and that this change has en­
abled more people to appre­
ciate their land’s treasures.
ARTIST SERIES
Free Artist Series tickets 
for the Jorge Boulet per- 
lormance on November 29, 
are available to all stu­
dents upon presentation of 
their activities cards at 
Belling’s pharmacy.
Five to Attend 
ACM Meeting
Five L a w r e n c e  faculty 
members are attending a 
meeting of the associated col­
leges of the midwest at Mon­
mouth college. The 10-college 
organization will discuss cur­
riculum , calendar changes, 
institutional r e s e a r c h  and 
ACM projects.
Attending from Lawrence 
are Dean Chandler W. Rowe, 
Dr. Charles Breunig, history; 
Dr. J. Bruce Brackenridge, 
physics; Dr. Harold Schnei­
der. anthropology; and Dr. E. 
Graham  Waring, religion.
Panel discussions at the 
meeting will focus on realign­
ment of the college calendar 
to accommodate new pro­
grams such as the three-term 
three c o u r s e  curriculum, 
which Lawrence and several 
other ACM members will be­
gin this fall. Other topics will 
be the development of an 
area studies program, inde­
pendent study, and such ACM 
projects as the Argonne se­
mester, the language instruc­
tion program, Latin Ameri­
can project, Biology-Geology- 
Anthropology field station pro­
jects and Questar telescope 
project.
Other colleges in the ACM 
are Beloit, Carleton, Coe, Cor­
nell, Grinnell, Knox, Mon­
mouth, Ripon and St. Olaf.
Dietrich to Speak 
At Lecture Series
Thomas M. Dietrich, Law­
rence College artist in resi­
dence, will speak for the All 
Saints’ Episcopal Church, on 
Thursday, Oct. 11, from 10 to 
11 a.m . The lecture, ‘‘A 
Painting Tour” will be held 
at the Episcopal Parish cen­
ter, Main hail (entrance on 
Drew street).
Mr. Dietrich's work has 
been purchased by the Chi­
cago Art Institute, Marquette 
university, the University of 
Wisconsin Memorial union 
and the Madison Art associa­
tion. He has won many awards 
for his exhibits and is pres­
ently on the faculty of the 
Summer School of Art, Oys­
ter Bay, N.Y.
Tickets for the lecture are 
available at the Episcopal 
Church office and the Belling 
Pharmacy for 50 cents.
Students interested in 
m a k i n g  application for 
Fulbright or M a r s h a l l  
Scholarships should see 
Mr. Hulbert, in Wilson 
house, for information and 
application blanks.
FINEST OF
Shoe Repairing
LADIES’ and MEN’S
.\l o d t r n  h i j u i p m e n t
BONDSH1RE SHOES for Men
JERRY LYMAN
Shoe Service
309 W . COLLEGE AVE.
Across from Penny’s and Sears
‘‘Honor your partner” will be the first direction by 
caller Lyle Letterman at this year’s faculty-student 
square dance to be held in the V iking room from 9-12, 
Friday, Oct. 12.
Midwest Conference Plans 
African Education Program
THE FACULTY CONFERENCE on Cooperation in 
Educational Programs in Africa, sponsored by the 
Associated Colleges of the Midwest, began today in 
Racine, Wis. Those attending the conference will 
draft plans for a possible ten-college project in Africa. 
The conference began with of conference schools to Af-
a report from a committee of 
five who served as consult­
ants of the Ford Foundation 
in a survey during June and 
July to ‘‘explore the contrib­
ution of a group of liberal 
arts colleges may be able to 
make to African education.”
THE SURVEY committee 
also made a detailed study of 
the state of African educa­
tion. It visited Liberia, Niger­
ia. Tanganyika and Ethiopia, 
with stops in Kenya and 
Uganda It interviewed teach­
ers, administrators, students, 
Peace Corpsmen and gradu­
ates of colleges in the confer­
ence who are now in the edu­
cation programs of Africa.
The committee was hoping 
to find some means by which 
graduates and faculty m em ­
bers of the conference coll­
eges might participate in the 
educational development of 
Africa. It also attempted to 
discover what means should 
be used to draw the attention
rica and her problems.
The committee was im ­
pressed both by the recent in­
terest and drive toward bet­
ter education In Africa, but 
also by the enormous needs 
which still must be met be­
fore illiteracy can be corn- 
batted.
Representing the comm it­
tee from Lawrence are Dr. 
Marshall Hulbert, vice-presi­
dent of Lawrence, and Dr. 
Harold Schneider, depart­
ment of antropology and so­
ciology. Also attending the 
conference are Dr. Donald 
Lemke, department of educa­
tion; Dr. W illiam  Read, de­
partment of geology; and 
Prof. W illiam Shutte, depart­
ment of English.
Dr. Hulbert will speak at 
the conference on ‘‘A Pro­
posal to Assist the University 
College in Tanganyika.” Dr. 
Schneider will show and com­
ment on “ Selected Films, Re­
lated to Proposals.”
Clark’s Cleaners
Offers Y o u :
1. THE QUICKEST SERVICE
2. THE CLEANEST CLOTHES 
.‘J. THE SHORTEST W A LK
See Them Today at 
311 E. COLLEGE AVENUE — APPLETON
■fa Just a Block Up the Avenue ^
"LA TRAVIATA" . .. 
. . . ARTIST SERIES 
CHAMBER MUSIC
Tickets NOW at Bellings
Student Reductions,
FREE Artist Series Seats!
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From the Editorial Board
Roll Out the Tanks
A quick survey of the major elements of the con­
troversy over race discrimination in the U.S. brings to 
mind a number of staggering subjects ranging from 
the more or less negative nationalism of the Black 
Muslin movement through the freedom rides and other 
propagandist and agitational efforts and organizations 
to the hotly debated question of State’s rights. The ac­
tions of Mississippi’s Governor Ross Barnett and his 
cohorts have finally brought the manifold question of 
discrimination to a festering and even bloody head.
A considerable number of groups working for in­
tegration, as well as those opposing, confine their ac­
tivities exclusively to legalistic and propagandist ac­
tivities. The trend in the past few years, however, has 
been to resort to violence or to measures which tend 
to provoke violence. This unfortunate turn toward ex­
cessive measures as illustrated by both local incidents 
and the week’s events in Oxford, Mississippi, should 
indicate that big trouble is not long to be avoided. Yet 
no one who has recognized the “all men are equal, 
but some are more equal than others” quality of the 
segregationist argument can be expected to back off. 
The push for complete equality of the Negro people 
is not going to cease.
In spite of the seeming inevitability of at least some 
degree of violence, the main goal of all concerned 
must be to introduce restraint and objectivity where- 
ever possible. This is easy to say. Such an approach 
might even work in areas in which the emotional at­
mosphere is not so overcharged as it is in the South. 
But to prescribe relative objectivity and detachment 
for any area in which segregationist sentiment is based 
on irrational and intransigent prejudice is simply fool­
ish.
It appears that we must adopt the way of the two­
fold path: we must talk and argue and convince where 
we can still do so, but Governor Ross Barnett has 
shown us there are some people that you just can’t 
talk to.
J . W .
Spooking Out
‘A Man Is Just a Man... ’
By M. C. Vander W al
.lames Meredith this week 
should never happen to any 
human being anywhere. Still, 
it has been and is being and 
will continue to be happening 
to thousands of American cit­
izens in restaurants and real 
estate offices and bus stations 
in both the South and the 
North.
Today the country is talk­
ing about integration. What 
happened in Lafayette coun­
ty, Mississippi is more than 
American prestige abroad, 
more than a test of state’s 
rights, more than Gov. Ross 
I*. Barnett's showdown with 
the Federal troops and more 
than a new cause for student 
picketing. It is the story of 
one man—Jam es H. Meredith 
— a Negro.
Whether or not it was im ­
portant that he be the first 
Negro in the “ all-white” halls 
of Ole Miss, or that federal 
troops had to l>e sent down 
and a speech made, the fact 
remains that James II. Mere­
dith is but a man. What then 
can he feel now? Is it shame 
or fear, defiance or satisfac­
tion, or a mixture of incred­
ible memories whose impact 
can only be felt for years to 
come.
In a white man's world it is 
almost impossible for us to 
know; yet what happened to
There is no one cause, just 
as there is no one answer. 
Nine men in black robes and 
dedicated freedom riders and 
a series of “ thou-shalt-nots” 
preached from the top of the 
Lincoln Memorial c a n n o t  
alone give the Merediths of 
the country their place in so­
ciety.
Today America does not 
need more sit-ins or picket 
lines, nor more people declar­
ing a belief in equality and 
demanding a project. She 
needs individuals who are 
saying quietly that " a  man 
is just a man when he's got 
his skin off."
Appleton's Social Attitudes 
Parallel South's Practices
Long ago sounds from Lit­
tle Hock and recent rumblings 
from Mississippi again point­
ed out in loud, embarrassing 
headlines an interesting phe­
nomena of American democ­
racy the Jeffersonian myth 
of each individual's right to 
life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness.
While Atlanta and Martin 
Luther King are becoming 
great favorites of communist 
newspapers in describing 
American freedom, there is 
a much more subtle type of 
discrim ination existing in this 
country. Take Appleton, for 
instance.
Twelve years ago a Negro 
chemist and his family came 
to Appleton in connection with 
the paper industry, and were 
not able to stay due to the 
fact that no one would sell 
or rent them a room. There 
have been incidents with ho­
tels refusing to house Negro 
artists and restaurants refus­
ing to serve Negro baseball 
players, but this situation 
has apparently been improv­
ed upon in recent months.
The fact remains, however, 
that a Negro family has yet 
to successfully settle perma­
nently in the town.
This may be due to many 
complex factors It has been 
said that there is a lack of 
employment here for unskill­
ed laborers, and a small turn­
over of employees in the fac­
tories. For this reason — it 
has been said—there are also 
few Oneida Indians living in 
Appleton
In the state of Wisconsin 
there is a committee which 
deals with problems on dis­
crim ination — the Governor's 
Committee on Human Rights.
( onunurti on Paf? J
W<z. ' S i g n e d  t h e  H o n o r  P l e d g e _ _
Continued Pressure Facing 
Fraternity Social PracticesHootenannyBy DUSTY RHOADES
The interest in American 
folk music continues to exist 
on this and other campuses 
across the country. This trend 
was begun by the Kingston 
Trio a few years back and 
has been sustained by such 
refreshing masters of wit and 
song as The Limelighters, 
Joan Baez, Peter, Paul and 
Mary and currently The Chad 
Mitchell Trio, among others.
The ‘‘true devotee" will 
scoff at the aforementioned 
as ‘‘commercialized" or ‘‘out 
to make money for them­
selves." What this ‘‘true de­
votee" docs not realize is that 
these groups have dispelled 
the myth that the whole of 
folk music is a musty group 
of sorrowful old English bal­
lads to be played in dank par­
lors by mandolins and flutes. 
Modern folk groups have 
brought to the American pub­
lic a provocatively charm ­
ing combination of humor 
and harmony. They have 
brought enjoyment in the 
form of sharp commentary 
on political and sociological 
levels. They have populariz­
ed an area of entertainment 
through which young Ameri­
cans no longer need to be 
thought of wholly as a group 
of shouting, stomping, twist­
ing rock and rollers. Hats 
off to our popular folk groups! 
Out of the parlors comes folk 
music, back to the kitchen 
goes ‘‘mashed potatoes and 
gravy."
1 recommend to you, M ir­
iam  Makeba, a unique folk 
singer with a haunting and 
lovely voice. She will appear 
at Lawrence on October 25. 
. . . Yours truly particularly 
enjoyed the singing of P. K. 
Allen and The Sigma Five on 
successive nights at the Un­
ion last week . . . Good blue- 
grass music by The Green- 
briar Boys can be heard on 
Vanguard records (VS 9104) 
“ The Greenbriar Boys." This 
is the group that backed 
Baez on “ Banks of the Ohio" 
and are appealing on their 
own. Check out their rendi­
tion of “ Amelia Earhart’s 
Last F light" and have a good 
laugh or a good cry depend­
ing on your interpretation of 
same . . .
Mortar Bd. Lecture 
Features Dr. Rowe
Dr. Chandler W. Rowe. 
Dean of the college, will 
speak on “ Academic Gowns 
and Traditions" at the year's 
first Mortar Board lecture. 
The lecture will be held next 
Thursday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m. 
at the Worcester Art center 
announced Vickie Age. Mor­
tar Board president.
Mortar Board is a national 
honorary sorority recognizing 
junior women of high schol­
arship. leadership and serv­
ice.
N AT ION AL FRATERNITIES and sororities have 
not escaped the venom of discrimination. The prob­
lem, in fact, has had special significance in those 
groups which are represented by both northern and 
southern standards and in which viewpoints are often 
in direct opposition. What is
—or will be—happening to 
many groups has recently 
been dramatized by the prob­
lems facing Delta Gam m a.
THE BELOIT DG chapter 
pledged a Negro, Patricia 
Hamilton, last spring and 
was temporarily suspended. 
After much turmoil and pub­
licity, suspension was upheld 
at the national conclave this 
past Ju ly for “ adm inistra­
tive" reasons.
As a result of this suspen­
sion. the Faculty Committee 
on Human Rights at the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin recom­
mended that the DG sorority 
there be banned from the 
campus because of its vio­
lation of the university’s “ an­
ti-bias” clause. The recom­
mendation was to be presen­
ted to the October 1 faculty 
meeting.
In the particular case of 
Delta Gam m a, it has been 
pointed out that the sorority 
has no restrictive clause and 
that there is no real proof of 
discrim ination—either implic­
it or explicit. The committee 
simply interpreted the Beloit 
suspension as proof that the 
national had a discriminatory 
policy.
THE PROBLEM  that Delta 
Gam m a has faced is relevant 
to the problems being faced
ern chapters (such as Wis­
consin) would automatically 
lose their charters.
Delta Gam m a seems to be 
reaching a successful solu­
tion in its racial problems, 
however. The suspension of 
the Beloit chapter seems to 
have reduced the pressure 
built up last spring, and it 
now appears that the sorority 
will be reinstated and that 
Miss Hamilton will be activa­
ted without the loss of any 
southern chapters.
Other fraternities have and 
are facing very sim ilar prob­
lems. The Beta Theta Pi and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon chapters 
at Lawrence, for instance, re­
cently became among the 
first to pledge Negroes in 
their respective fraternities, 
and the Stanford chapter of 
Delta Tau Delta recently 
pledged the fraternity’s first 
Negro.
IN ALL THESE cases, while 
the national fraternities have 
kept secret its internal pro­
ceedings, it is easy to predict 
that each has or will face 
“ secession" m o v e m e n t s  
from certain of the southern 
chapters.
Other fraternities on cam ­
pus have varying policies: 
Phi Kappa Tau has reached 
the point where Negroes are
by other fraternity groups... fully acceptable in the nation-
When the pledging of a Negro 
girl at Beloit was announced 
a number of southern DG sor­
orities threatened to go “ lo­
ca l” if she were activated. 
On the other hand, if the na­
tional organization were to 
show grounds of discrim ina­
tion. a large number of north­
al fraternity; Phi Delta Theta 
has a written clause prohib­
iting the pledging of Negroes 
(The Phi Delts at Wisconsin 
were banned last year on 
these grounds); and Phi 
G am m a Delta has no clause 
but has not yet pledged a 
Negro.
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Cuba: Kremlin’s Bargaining Point
TOM FULDA
THAT F ID EL  CASTRO and
his Cuban Communists are re­
ceiving vast quantities of men 
and material 
from the U.S. 
S.R. is now a 
well d o c u ­
mented fact. 
P r e s i dent 
K e n n edy’s 
statement of 
September 4 
s u m  marizes 
the technical 
nature of this 
assistance. It 
was c o n f i r m e d  “ w-ithout 
doubt” that the Cubans now 
have a number of antiaircraft 
missiles sim ilar to our Nike. 
The statement also indicated 
that the Cubans have been 
given the radar and electron­
ic equipment necessary to op­
erate these missiles; at least 
3,500 m ilitary technicians; 
and several motor torpedo 
boats equipped with ship-to- 
ship guided missies.
It is important to note, how­
ever, that this statement 
m al es no mention of how 
these men and equipment are 
to be used. It is this missing 
information which is of the 
utmost importance in deter­
m ining what the Russians 
really hope to gain in Cuba.
The change in the deploy­
ment of the reinforcements 
streaming into Cuba over the 
last two years will supply
some indication of what is 
happening. When the first 
Communist m ilitary advisers 
began to appear as early as 
the summer of 1960 they were 
sent with interpreters to the 
training camps of the m ilitia 
and even gave lectures in fac­
tories.
Since July, most of the for­
eign technicians have not 
been sent to instruct the reg­
ular m ilitia but have been 
quartered in their own pri­
vate camps and have been 
confined to the task of in­
structing specially selected 
Cubans who are sent to the 
foreigners in small groups.
The reason for the change 
outlined above lies in the fact 
that Castro has taken great 
care to place strict lim its on 
the power of his troops. His­
tory has made him  aware 
that a powerful national army 
might lead him to a fate sim ­
ilar to that of Batista. Hence, 
in October, 1959, Castro be­
gan a purge of the units in 
the national army which had 
fought independent of his 
leadership. What resulted was 
the m ilitia, in which political 
indoctrination became as im ­
portant as m ilitary training.
The change toward indoc­
trination of specially picked 
united units apparently came 
when it was discovered that 
even the m ilitia was not to be 
trusted. Raoul Castro began, 
in late 1960, to choose “ cer-
from join* P resident...
For the benefit of the fresh­
men, I should like to repeat 
an article written last year 
for the Lawrentian concern­
ing the Lawrence A lumni as­
sociation. I do this because 
I believe this is a noteworthy 
organization and one of which 
all students should be inform­
ed.
It is to the belief that knowl­
edge breeds appreciation and 
that appreciation can be the 
basis of significant progress 
toward co-operative achieve­
ment that this brief history 
and commentary on the asso­
ciation is dedicated.
This board is composed of 
12 members, nominated by 
the previous board or by any 
alumnus, and elected for a 
three-year term by the vote 
of all Lawrence graduates; 
members may be re-elected 
for an additional three years. 
The board meets monthly, 
generally on the third Tues­
day of each month.
Originally, the association 
was primarily a social organ­
ization, concerned with the 
planning of reunions. Home­
comings and other s o c i a l  
functions. Occasionally it un­
dertook projects of an intel­
lectual nature, one of which 
was a reading program for 
alumni. However, the pri­
mary orientation continued to 
be social in nature.
Gradually, the concept of 
the board’s function under­
went a significant change. 
The board now began to d i­
rect its resources in a more 
positive direction, to work 
more with and for the under­
graduates, to undergird the 
program of the college as a
whole. No longer concerned 
with social events alone, it 
wanted to help the college in 
significant ways and to estab­
lish a real purpose for its own 
existence.
With this view, then, most 
of the alumni fund (90 per 
cent) is apportioned to stu­
dent aid, which is adm inis­
tered by the Student Aid com­
mittee. The rest is devoted to 
improving the life of the col­
lege in various capacities.
The association brings dis­
tinguished visitors to the 
campus, one of whom, De 
B ilij, an expert on Africa, 
spoke in convo last year. It 
works on refurbishing and 
improving the Union; evi­
dence of this effort is seen, 
for example, in the fireplace, 
the andirons and screen and 
in some of the tables.
Further, the Alumni asso­
ciation helped last year to un­
derwrite the Latin American 
conference. This is an area 
which, extended and broaden­
ed, can have very exciting 
and profitable effects for ev­
eryone connected with the 
college.
Each year, as the total 
alumni fund increases consid­
erably, the question of the 
administration of these funds 
becomes more important. The 
Alumni association has been 
taking a long and serious look 
at the ways in which it can 
meaningfully aid the college 
program and undergird its 
efforts. As such, it is an im ­
portant part of the institution 
and merits not only attention, 
but commendation as well.
LIZ COLE
tain elite units from among 
those showing some promise 
of becoming technically and 
politically dependable.”
It is thus clear that while 
no organized combat force 
from the Soviet bloc is estab­
lished at present, the exist­
ence of specific m ilitary posts 
staffed by the specially pick­
ed m ilitia men provide the 
nucleus of a highly special­
ized Cuban Red army.
For what purpose then are 
these arms to be used? Leo 
Sanvage's recent article in 
the Reporter, from which the 
material for this column has 
been taken, answers this ques­
tion as follows: “ They are 
being brought in to crush the 
growing rebellion in all social 
classes, of a people that less 
than four years ago . was 
cheering Fidel Castro as their 
liberator.” Labor groups, for 
example, are discontented 
because their right to paid 
vacations has been im peril­
ed by production require­
ments, and m aximum  wages 
have now been placed at a 
point lower than the average 
wage for skilled workers un­
der Batista.
IT MIGHT finally be asked 
what Moscow’ expects to gain 
by helping prop up Castro in 
Cuba. It does not seem wise 
to assume that the creation 
of a Cuban Red Army will be 
of benefit to the spread of 
Communism throughout Lat­
in America.
First, the army is simply 
not in good enough condition 
to be of much use in m ilitary 
ventures. Second, s u c h  an 
army would be unable to use 
its most successful technique 
— infiltration. Even if it is 
conceded that a time might 
come when the Cuban Army 
would be sufficiently strong 
to attempt open aggression, 
it is, or soon will be. we hope, 
absolutely clear to the Krem ­
lin that such a move would 
lead to instant action by the 
United States.
The value of Russia's posi­
tion in Cuba consists, then, 
mainly in its usefulness as a 
bargaining point b e t w e e n  
Moscow and Washington.
Cuba could best serve as a 
means to break up the circle 
of Allied bases that has since 
World War II formed a ring 
around the Soviet Union.
The Kremlin could recog­
nize that it had bases in Cuba 
and then propose that all m il­
itary bases on foreign soil be 
closed. The abandonment of 
Cuba would indeed be a 
cheap price to pay for relief 
from Allied encirclement.
Social Attitades
Continued from Page t
However, although it is legal­
ly against the law to discrim ­
inate in Wisconsin, the com­
mittee functions merely as a 
verbal persuasive group and 
lacks the actual authority to 
enforce its ideals. Each term 
of the legislature an attempt 
is made to strengthen the 
power of the committee, but 
the results of these attempts 
can be seen in the housing 
problems in Milwaukee, M ad­
ison and Appleton.
Whore the hell tolls . . .
Project 70
Appleton Plans for Future
By JO H N  DAVIS
DU R IN G  THE SUM M ER months many changes 
have taken place on the Lawrence campus and in Ap­
pleton. Not only has the college been busy building, 
hut also Appleton has completed several new build­
ings and has started others. Signs displayed near con­
struction s i t es  and beside
newly completed buildings 
proclaim: ‘‘Another improv- 
ment for Appleton.” These 
signs were put up by the Ap­
pleton Chamber of Commerce 
and are part of Project 70.
PROJECT 70 is the official 
name for the program to re­
develop and improve Apple­
ton’s downtown business dis­
trict. The genesis of the proj­
ect came after a modern de­
partment store was construct­
ed on College avenue.
The large modern building 
contrasted with the o t h e r  
structures and made people 
reappraise the d o w n t o w n  
area. The problems of con­
gested traffic circulation, in­
adequate parking facilities, 
excessive length of the shop­
ping area and unsightly de* 
etirorating alleys behind the 
buildings along College ave­
nue were brought to light.
Faced with increased com­
petition from shopping areas 
located on the peripheral ed­
ges of the city and the prob­
lems of the downtown area, 
the merchants got together 
and drew up a program to 
remedy the situation; thus 
they could remain competit­
ive. This program is Project 
70.
Project 70 derives its name 
from 1970, the tentative date 
of its completion. Its goals 
are to remedy the parking 
and traffic problems and to 
encourage the “ beautifica­
tion” and “ modernization” of 
buildings in the business dis­
trict. Project 70 will also look 
into the future needs of Ap­
pleton and draw up a master 
plan for growtTi of downtown 
Appleton.
Professor Beck Discusses 
Latest Robert Frost Book
By GLEN D IN G  OLSON
“W H O EV E R  SAYS ‘O ld Frost* had better smile/» 
noted Lawrence professor W arren Beck as he began a 
talk on “ Frost and Nature,” the first speech in this 
year’s All Saints Episcopal Lecture series. The talk 
was given on Thursday, Sept. 27, in the All Saints’ 
church Robert Frost is still
active and in the news, Beck 
said, noting his participation 
in the Kennedy inauguration, 
his recent trip to Russia, and 
—most importantly—the pub­
lication this year of a new 
volume of his poems.
Heck’s lecture focused on 
this new book, In the Clear­
ing, as a continuation of 
Frost’s concern with nature
gort
i í 'é .  MI'S.
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QUIET, you wenches?
I shall chop the 
young brute in twain 
and you each will 
have half!
and m an’s relationship to it. 
The title poem puts forth an 
opposition between a natural 
phenomenon and a man-made 
one, and yet it seems to sug­
gest that one may be as close 
to man as the other.
Before exploring this rela­
tionship any further, the Law­
rence professor emeritus of 
English took up the problem 
of defining “ nature.” He not­
ed that whereas many peo­
ple seem to think of a port 
as “ a human Ferdinand, who 
just smells the flowers,” ac­
tually the poet sees nature in 
a much larger sense. Adm it­
tedly Frost is in touch with 
natural things, as his descrip­
tive poetry reveals, but be­
yond this lies a deeper sense 
of what the word “ nature” 
means.
BECK NOTED that both 
Pope and Wordsworth voiced 
Continued on Pane 0
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Prof. Beck Discusses Frost October Art Show Features 
Work of Wisconsin Artists
W ISCONSIN  ARTISTS Leo and Annaleise Steppat 
w ill be featured in the galleries of the Worcester Art 
Center on Lawrence College campus during the month 
of October. The joint husband-and-wife show, a com­
bination of welded steel sculpture and hooked and
Continued front Pape 5 
views of nature, the former 
seeing it as the order of the 
universe, the latter, as the 
power which may come from 
natural objects. For Frost, 
as he said in one poem, na­
ture is “ the whole machin­
ery.” “ Frost lives easily in 
the natural world,” com­
mented the prize-winning au­
thor, and he noted the poet’s 
observation that in this world 
“ there are zones whose laws 
must be obeyed.”
But this do?s not mean, 
Beck pointed out, that Frost 
is a “ back to naturp advo­
cate." Above all he wants to 
get at the truth (“ the fact is 
the sweetest dream that la­
bor knows” ), and one fact is 
that a separation exists be­
tween man and nature. The 
distinguished Faulkner critic 
quoted from Frost’s “The 
Bear”
The world has room to make 
a bear feel free;
The universe seems cramped 
to you and me.
Kecognition of such opposi­
tion between man and nature 
is an integral part of Frost’s 
poetry, and just one of the
questions his work puts forth.
BFCK pointed out other
points of magnitude which oc­
cur in Frost’s poetry, such as 
the problem of evil in the 
world, or the question of a 
universe based on order or 
chance. Frost’s speculations 
on these ideas, said Beck, 
prove that he is no “ senti­
mental rustic,” as Lionel 
Trilling surprisedly and be­
latedly found out. Frost real­
izes that m an ’s confrontation 
with the “ basic inscrutabil­
ity” of nature is the human 
condition.
The questions that Frost 
deals with, of course, can 
never be neatly resolved, and 
Beck ended his talk by turn­
ing to Frost himself and the 
general implications of his 
work.
“ He is a genuine poet,” he 
stated, one who leads the 
reader to his thoughts with 
“ genial persuasiveness” and 
“ compatible s t i m u l a t i o n . ” 
Though Frost has called his 
work “ a momentary stay 
against confusion,” Beck feels 
that it is more; through its 
many aspects, he said we 
come to realize “ that there is 
a darkness deeper than any 
one shadow, and that the 
sweetness of life is more than 
can be put into any one song.”
ENGAGEM ENT
Alice Taussig, N o r t h ­
western University alum, 
to George McKann, Delta 
Tau Delta.
Chorus to Begin 
‘Messiah’ Practice
Rehearsals for the Decem­
ber 2 performance of the Mes­
siah will begin at 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday in Harper hall, ac­
cording to M r. L a V a h n  
Maesch, director.
Membership in the Choral 
Society is a requirement for 
members of the Concert 
choir, Male chorus, and Wom­
en’s chorus.
There are many openings 
in the tenor and bass sections 
for non-members of special 
groups. Soprano and alto op­
enings are limited to those 
who can sing, read and carry 
their part.
Future rehearsals will be 
held at 6:30 p.m. each Thurs­
day in Harper hall. Due to 
the early performance date 
and the few available Thurs­
day rehearsals, Mr. Maesch 
insists that all singers attend 
every rehearsal.
woven wall hangings, opened 
on Sunday.
Steppat is a Professor of 
Art and Art Education at the 
University of Wisconsin in 
Madison. A native of Vienna, 
as is his wife, he came to this 
country in 1940. Before join­
ing the Wisconsin faculty, he 
held teaching posts at Amer­
ican university, Indiana uni­
versity and the University of 
Mississippi.
AN IMPORTANT figure in 
contemporary sculpture cir­
cles, Steppat has a long list 
of state, regional and nation­
al shows to his credit. His 
works are owned by the Whit­
ney Museum of Modern Art, 
the Smithsonian Institute, the 
National Museum in Mexico 
City and numerous private 
collectors.
An 11-foot high welded steel 
sculpture by Steppat, “ The 
Guardian ,” was recently in­
stalled at the entrance of the 
library at Oshkosh State col­
lege. The sculptor has also 
been invited to participate 
in the national invitational 
show of the Whitney Museum 
in December and to exhibit 
at the Walker art center in 
Minneapolis in the near fu­
ture.
The wall hangings of Mrs. 
Steppat, which range from 
representational to abstract, 
are done in a contemporary 
vein. They have been shown 
regularly at Wisconsin De­
signer and Craftsman shows 
and at a variety of galleries.
ONE OF HER works has 
been accepted for a national 
exhibit of craftwork to open 
in January at the John Her­
ron Art institute in Indian­
apolis, Ind. From here the 
show will move to the Mu­
seum of Contemporary Crafts 
in New York, where it will be 
exhibited for a year and then 
sent out as a traveling show 
by the Smithsonian Institute.
The Steppats will be at the 
art center on Sunday, Oct. 7, 
when he will lecture for the 
Lawrence Art association on 
the subject, “ World Tensions 
in Art.’’ There will be a re­
ception for the two artists 
following the 3 o’clock lec­
ture.
Reflections of Telstar
Remember the picture above? It flashed across your 
television screen on a hot night last July. Perhaps 
you remember that it originated from France. And 
that it reached the U. S. via Telstar, the world’s first 
private enterprise communications satellite.
Since that summer night, the Bell System’s Telstar 
has relayed electronic signals of many typ es-te le ­
vision broadcasts, telephone calls, news photographs, 
and others.
But there’s one Telstar reflection you might have 
missed. Look into the faces of the Bell System people 
below and you’ll see it. It is the reflection of Telstar’s
success that glowed brightly on the faces of all who 
shared in the project.
Their engineering, administrative and operations 
skills created Telstar and are bringing its benefits 
down out of the clouds to your living room.
These Bell System people, through their talented, 
dedicated efforts, make your phone service still better, 
more economical, and more useful.
The reflections of Telstar are many.
,^,1  Bell Telephone Companies
Behnke’s
129 E. College Ave.
New, slim-styled,
pre -cuffed slacks for 
the young man
$10.95
For the latest slim look in beauti­
ful, cool 6 5%  Dacron® polyester- 
25% Pima Cotton automatic wash 
and w ear s la c k s . . .g e t  these! 
They're styled by Haggor to fit 
perfectly end with new shape- 
retoinmg, wrinkle-shedding pow­
ers. Your size in the latest summer 
colors. €  DuPont
N
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Williams Sets Record; 
Harriers Lose 26-31
REED WILLIAMS set a record for the new 3-mile 
Lawrence crosscountry course, but the Vikes still 
lost to Stevens Point by a score of 31 to 26 (low score 
wins). Williams finished the course in 16:54.5. The 
previous record of 15:33 was held by Bill Stout on the 
old 2.9 mile course.
Which way did he go? The standing room only crowd 
at Whiting field wasn’t able to decide.
Sailing Club Plans 
MCSA Competition
Coach Gene Davis’ harriers, 
hampered by injuries, were 
unable to break into the next
Lawrence Students 
Sail on Winnebago
The lure of sailing has again 
hit the Lawrence College 
campus this fall. The sailors, 
many of whom are fresh from 
sailing in the Atlantic during 
the summer months, journey­
ed to Lake Winnebago the 
last two weekends.
Tim Noble completely dom­
inated the racing of Septem­
ber 23. Although there was 
little wind, he skippered his 
crew of Byron Nordstrom to 
victories in both contests. 
Ford Robbins and Mac King 
took a second and third, as 
John Eide and Don Jackson 
copped a third and Steve 
White skippered his crewless 
boat to a second.
The wind suddenly improv­
ed by Saturday, Sept. 29, as 
Tim Noble and Pete Barile 
led the sailors in two of the 
three races and copped a 
runner-up position in the oth­
er. Dave Bclfus and Marcia 
Glidden captured the honors 
in the third contest. The scor­
ing was completed as Bob 
Duncan and Tim Barnard 
took two second places and 
one third and the teams of 
Ford Robbins and Barb Lar­
son and Todd Mitchell and 
Sue Day each captured thirds.
The wind quieted again by 
Sunday when Dick Stuart and 
Maria Dye floated to victory 
over the teams of Tom Anger 
and Gretha Hallberg and 
Doug R o b e r t s  and Rick 
Kroos. The results of the sec­
ond contest were as follows: 
First, Grant Wheeler and Ed 
Larson; second, Roberts and 
Kroos; third, Anger and Hall­
berg.
Sailing was initiated as a 
sport at Lawrence last year 
by Coach A. C. Denney and 
met with immediate success 
because of a great number 
of experienced sailors. Its 
ranks have been rapidly in­
creasing up to the present 
time.
Subscribe Now 
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four places. Captured by Ste­
vens Point were second place, 
Reynold Aim; third, Charles 
Pankratz; fourth, David Gei­
ger; and fifth, George Mor­
ara.
IN AN EVENT w h i c  h 
scores the first five runners, 
the Vikes were able to place 
six men before the fifth- 
pointer was in. Bill Holls- 
worth placed sixth, A1 Park­
er, seventh, Dick G r a m  
eighth, Bob Bonewitz ninth, 
a n d  Bill Stillwell placed 
tenth. Stevens Point’s fifth 
man, Roger Marquardt, plac­
ed eleventh.
A pre-meet freshman time 
trial showed a strong poten­
tial frosh team in Henry 
Kaiser, Larry Wilson, John 
Vedder and Dour Muir. The 
freshman team will meet 
Sheboygan high today at 4:30 
at Whiting field. The Sheboy­
gan team, winners of this 
year’s state classic Hartford 
Invitational, are coached by 
former Vike Harrier, “ Buck” 
Ellsworth.
The varsity team will meet 
Grinnell at 1 p.m. Saturday 
at Whiting field. The Grin­
nell harriers, who won last 
year’s dual meet by a score 
of 31 to 26, have added a 
strong group of sophomores 
to the team and should offer 
a tough challenge to the Vi­
kings.
The winner of Saturday’s 
contest will probably be the 
favorite in the conference 
meet.
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CLUB-A-THON TONIGHT
The annual Club-a-Thon, 
sponsored by the SEC, will 
be held tonight, Friday, 
Oct. 5, from 8:30 to 11:30 
in the Union. Representa­
tives from many campus 
organizations will be avail­
able to answer questions 
and to accept volunteers.
Il!llllllllllllllllllllllllllll!ll!!lllll!llllllllini!lll!lllllllll||||||||||||||||||
Inter-Hall Sports 
To Begin Soon
Inter-Hall sports once again 
will be predominant among 
the activities of the freshman 
men. Under the direction of 
Coach Denney, this program 
will feature the competition 
of four teams through various 
sports.
The four squads will be 
Brokaw I (composed of fresh­
men from the first and sec­
ond floors of Brokaw, Law­
rence House and Brokaw An­
nex), Brokaw II (third and 
fourth floors of Brokaw), 
Plantz I (first and second 
floors) and Plantz II (third 
and fourth floors).
Points amassed from the 
various sports will determine 
the position of the teams. In 
the major sports, which are 
football, volleyball, basket­
ball and softball, the team 
that finishes in first place will 
be awarded 300 points; 200 
points will go to the second 
place team while the third 
place squad will get 100 
points.
For competition in the m i­
nor sports, 150 points will be 
given to the first place team, 
and 100 points and 50 points 
to the second and third place 
squads respectively.
Last year the players com­
peting for Plantz I easily won 
the trophy as they captured
In 1962-63 approximately 60 
members of the Sailing Club 
are looking forward to a 14- 
week season. Under the lead­
ership of Commodore Harry 
Demorest and advisor Den­
ney, the club, composed most­
ly of experienced sailors, will 
be sailing two man x-boats 
out of the Ncenah - Nodaway 
Yacht club in Neenah on Lake 
Winnebago.
By a system of rotation, the 
club hopes to get its mem­
bers out on jSaturdays and 
Sundays of their own choos­
ing for intramural racing. 
With experienced members 
participating, racing promis­
es to be exciting, evenly 
matched competition. In the 
spring the racing will be aug­
mented by a program of in­
struction for beginners.
The organization is now
applying for membership in 
the Midwest Collegiate Sail­
ing association with the hopes 
of competing with other col­
leges in the area. Members 
sail in rented boats.
The fees are paid in part 
by the college and in part by 
a $1 membership fee and $1.50 
sailing fees. The school also 
helps provide bus transporta­
tion for the club. Meetings 
are usually held once a 
month.
Students wishing to become 
members should contact the 
Commodore, Vicc-Commodore 
Tom Bathke or Secretary- 
Treasurer Karen O’Keeffe. 
Other officers are Ford Rob­
bins, Tod Mitchel and Steve 
White, Fleet Captains and 
Frank Bachus, chairman of 
the race committee.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Anyone wishing to spend 
one or two noon-hours a 
week working with men­
tally and physically re­
tarded children at Morgan 
school under the auspices 
of LUC, should contact M. 
C. Vander Wal at Washing­
ton house or Jim  Walrath 
at Brokaw.
first place in all the major
sports.
An athletic council will once 
again govern the activities of 
the program. This council 
will be made up of a repre­
sentative of each unit, A. C. 
Denney and Gary Pines, stu­
dent intramural director.
Touch football will lead off 
this year’s program. Watch 
for a notice on your dormi­
tory’s bulletin board.
For men who enjoy 
solid comfort 
Hush Puppies
SHED PIGSKIN C/
BY WOLVERINE
$9.95
BRANO
BREATHIN’ BRU ASUAL SHOES 
from
Hush Puppies are really great and Dad will love everything 
about them from the cushiony crepe soles to the sturdy steel 
shanks. And, they’re long on wear, easy on care because 
they’re Hell-Cat tanned to resist dirt and soil. A brisk brush­
ing makes them look like new again. You’ll find a style, size 
and width to fit most everybody.
HECKERT SHOE CO.
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with Coke!
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Vikes Tumble Knox 21-6; 
Gridmen Remain Unbeaten
Lawrence in First Place Tie 
With Grinnell and Carleton
THAT COMBINATION of a great defense and a 
good ofiense led the Lawrence Vikings to a 21-6 vic­
tory over the Knox Siwashers in Galesburg, 111., last 
Saturday. One-yard touchdown plunges by Carev 
W ickland, Fred Flom and Carl Berghult were enough 
to beat Knox as the Viking
The outstanding Vike defense halted another running 
play as Guy Booth and Walt Chapman team up for the 
tackle. The defensive unit will attempt to contain 
Grinnell tomorrow.
J.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.-5
The Benchwarmer !
By JACK WOODYATT ?
The Lawrence-Grinnell game should provide at 
least as much excitement and interest as the opening 
contest against Cornell two weeks ago. Led by all­
conference tackle Dennis Asby and tricky quarterback 
Dick Orchard, the Pioneers are the defending co­
champs in the MWC and the li)62 favorites in the eyes 
ol many conference coaches. Grinnell has lost by grad­
uation its huge fullback, John Hartong, but its offen­
sive attack has evidently retained a good deal of its 
striking power. Against Knox, for example, the Pio­
neers quickly rolled up 34 points and sent their regu­
lars back to the bench. Grinnell appears to have a de­
cisive edge in team depth, but the Vikes have played 
nearly perfect football for 120 minutes.
If the Viking defensive line can diagnose the de­
ceptive moves of Mr. Orchard and hurry him into a 
few interceptions, Lawrence will be 3-0 by late Satur­
day afternoon. The Viking running game has been ex­
cellent so far with Fred Flom and Gary Just doing 
particularly well in crucial situations. The passing at­
tack has not been good in terms of percentage of com­
pletions, but one touchdown in each game so far has 
been keyed by a successful pass play. A well-execu­
ted ground game is a must in the Lawrence plan of at­
tack. The failure last year of the razzle-dazzle attack 
against Carleton proved this point. As was true last 
year in the Vike-Pioneer game, the contest will be de­
cided in the second half in a low-scoring, methodical 
game.
Quotations
“ Man is a social animal,” Jesse James, 18<>6.
“To be or not to be.” Ross Barnett, 1962.
“Yon Cassius hath not a lean and hungry look.” 
Archie Moore, 1962.
“Nuts.” Alexander I. 1812.
“ 1 never met a man 1 didn’t like.” Warren Harding, 
1921.
“Life’s but a walking shadow.” Floyd Patterson, 
1962.
“To thine own self be true.” Larry College, 1962.
“Gimme that meataxe.” Paul Dietzel, 1962.
Predictions 
Lawrence 16, Grinnell 14 
Coe 27, Knox 13 
Beloit 15, Monmouth 7 
Cornell 21, St. O laf 8 
Ripon 23, Carleton 21 
Army 24, Michigan 7 
Packers 20, Lions 10 
Bears 27, Vikings 21* * *
Last weekend’s standing-room only crowd of 10 at 
the cross-country meet was a keen disappointment to 
all concerned. Tomorrow Lawrence will host the Grin­
nell harriers in a dual meet beginning at 1:00 p.m., 
('ST. Though long distance running lacks spectator 
appeal. Coach Davis’ men deserve a better fate. Best 
vantage point for the race is behind the north stands.
defensive unit held the Si­
washers scoreless until the fi­
nal minutes of the game.
In winning their first con­
test on the road since 1958 
(excluding the Ripon games), 
the Vikings remain unbeaten 
and tied in first place in the 
Midwest conference w i t h  
Grinnell and Carleton.
LAWRENCE missed a gold­
en opportunity to score in the 
first period when the local 
eleven recovered a fumble on 
the Knox seven yard line. 
But the Knox defense stiffen­
ed and Lawrence lost yard­
age in the three ensuing 
downs and then missed a 
chance to score on fourth 
down when Gary Just's field 
goal try was wide.
The first period ended with-
o u t any further scoring 
threats.
In the second quarter, how­
ever, the Vikings erupted for 
two touchdowns, r e l y i n g  
mainly on their ground game.
IT TOOK 15 plays to go 58 
yards for their first touch- 
d o w n. Being stopped on 
sweeping plays, the Vikes 
concentrated on power plays 
up the middle and moved the 
ball down to the one-yard line 
where Wickland went into the 
end zone for the first score. 
Just added the extra point to 
give Lawrence a 7-0 lead.
Late in the period after 
Knox was forced to kick, the 
Vikings moved downfield for 
their second tally, led by the 
passing and running of quar­
terback Gary Just. A 39-yard 
pass to end Pat Jordan plac­
ed the ball on the Knox 11- 
yard line, from where Just 
ran 10 yards to the one-yard 
line.
Klom scored and Just con­
verted to give the Vikings a 
14-0 half-time lead
LAWRENCE, relying on the 
ground game with a number 
of dive plays, off tackle runs 
and other power plays up the 
middle, outfoxed the Knox 
defense, which was geared 
for end runs, wide sweeps,
and Just’s option play. These 
ball control tactics of Law­
rence consumed a great 
amount of time and also led 
to all three touchdowns.
The final score for the 
Vikes was maneuvered by 
the use of these power plays. 
After a great rush by the de­
fensive team caused the Knox 
punter to get off a bad kick 
which bounced back to the 
25-yard stripe of Knox, Law­
rence only used five plays to 
get their final score with 
Berghult diving through from 
the one-yard line. Just con­
verted to give Lawrence a 
21-0 lead going into the final 
period.
Knox which had been held 
to only a net gain of 34 yards 
in the first half finally pene­
trated the Lawrence defense 
in the fourth quarter, high­
lighted by a 49-yard pass 
from Knox quarterback Duke 
Botthuf to Gary Nies. Dick 
Morgan went over from the 
one-yard line for the score.
The Siwashers two-point 
conversion failed and the 
score ended 21-6 .
KNOX with two long drives 
in the final period gained 82 
yards on the ground and 84 
yards through the air for the 
day to give them a net total 
of 166 yards.
T h e  Lawrence running 
game was led by Carev 
Wickland, who gained 75 
yards in 19 attempts for a 3.9 
average per carry. Flom gar­
nered 32 yards in 11 tries, 
with Just gaining 22 yards in 
seven carries and Berghult 
picking up 17 yards in five at­
tempts.
Of Lawrence's 221 total 
yards gained. 170 of those 
yards were picked up in the 
first half.
STATISTICS
Vikes Knox
First downs 1 7
Total yards 221 166
Rushing yards 158 82
Passing yards 63 84
Passes attempted 10 10
Passes completed 3 6
Intercepted by 1 0
Fumble lost 0 1
Penalties 1-5 1-5
Score bv Quarters
Lawrence 0 14 7 0—21
Knox 0 0 0 6— 6
MWC STANDINGS
W-L
Lawrence 2-0 38 14
Grinnell 2-0 66 28
Carleton 2-0 24 20
Ripon 1-1 56 41
St. Olaf 1-1 36 27
Beloit 1-1 25 22
Coe 1-1 42 40
Knox 0-2 27 55
Monmouth 0-2 14 71
Cornell 0-2 22 32
Saturday’s Games
Grinnell at LAWRENCE 
Carleton at Ripon 
St. Olaf at Cornell 
Knox at Coe 
Monmouth at Beloit
Betas, Sig Eps, Delts 
W in Touch Opener*
The interfraternity sports 
program commenced Tues­
day, Oct. 2, with all six teams 
registered in football compe­
tition. The Betas pulled the 
upset of the afternoon on its 
way to a 7-6 victory over last 
year’s undefeated champion 
Phi Delts.
The two other contests were 
equally close. The Sig Eps 
topped the Phi Gams and the 
Delts squeaked past the Phi 
Taus on the last play of the 
game. Tom Leach tossed a 
last-second pass to end Lee 
Kinneman, who slithered into 
the end zone in a disputed 
play to insure victory for the 
Delts.
Betas were the first to score 
in its Phi Delt encounter, as 
A1 Bond flipped to Larry 
Gradman. A second-half Joel 
Ungrodt pass was sufficient 
to pull the perennial cham­
pions to within one point of 
the victors, but the all - im­
portant extra point was fu­
tile.
For FAST  
Laundry Service
Contact
Heller’s
Launderette
Pickup and Delivery
RE 4-5672
Q  Keep Trim ...
with a H A IRC U T  from1 CLIFF’S BARBER SHOP
115 North Morrison
New Paperback Series. .. ATHENEUM Paperbacks!
8
ROME AND A VILLA Eleanor Clark, Illustrated 
POWER AND DIPLOMACY— Dean Acheson 
SIX MEDIEVAL WOMEN H. S. Bennett 
OF MEN AND MOUNTAINS— W illiam  D. Douglas 
ROGER W ILLIAM S: HIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
AMERICAN TRADITION— Peter Miller 
rHE REPUBLICAN ROOSEVELT-^John Morton Blum 
rHE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE OF COMPOSER, PER­
FORMER. LISTENER— Roger Sessions
7
MATTER. MIND. AND MAN: THE BIOLOGY OF 
HUMAN NATURE—Edmund W. Sinnott 
TRAVEL AND DISCOVERY IN THE RENAISSANCE—  
Boies Penrose (with Maps)
THE GRANDMOTHERS— Glenwav Wescott 
THE AIM AND STRUCTURE OF PHYSICAL THEORY 
— Pierre Duhem 
THE PRESENCE OF GRACE— J. F. Powers 
CALL TO GREATNESS—  Adlai E. Stevenson 
SIX NONLECTURES— E. E. Cummings
CONKEY’S BOOK STORE
